
Introduction 
 During my studies at City tech, my interest in 

becoming a professional lighting designer has 

grown. To build my skills I’m going to put 

together a pre-visualization concept of a light 

design for a play: The Mystery of Irma Vep. The 

objective is to program a set of cues in a 3D stage 

setup and understand the benefits of previewing  

them in a simulated 3D theatre space. This project 

will allow me to practice patching, programming 

and learning how to navigate the interface of the 

GrandMA 3D visual program and learn about its 

features. 
  

 

  

 

Methods  

• Viewing tutorials provided on YouTube and 

learn how the . 

 

•Import drawn set into stage plane. 

 

•Hang and patch light fixtures. 

 

•Program light cue list 

 

•Integrate programmed cues into 3D visual 

software 
 

 

 

  

Conclusions 
  GrandMA’s 3D visualizer provides the convenience 

of building and previewing light cues without having 

to enter a theater and booting up a console. However, 

judging the proper color and intensity levels can be 

tricky due to graphical limitations. Also certain stage 

props had to be improvised  due to a lack of certain 

items in the objects library. From the experience I’ve 

gained through this project I’m more comfortable with 

the usage of GrandMA  and confident with it’s design 

features. The outcome of this project has determined 

my capabilities as a light designer. 
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Materials 

•PC 

•GrandMA on PC (Software) 

•GrandMA 3D (Software) 

•Screenplay for Mystery of Irma Vep 

 

 
 

Light Plot 

Cue List 

Setup 


